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1. Introduction

It is well known that in the category of all groups and homomorphisms, every
epimorphism is onto. This result does not hold for certain other categories of
groups. The condition that an epimorphism 9 : G -»• A is not onto is equivalent to
the condition that 6(G) is a proper subgroup A with the property that any two
homomorphisms a, p on A which agree elementwise on 0(G) must agree on A.
Such a subgroup can be called dense (see e.g. [1 ]). Naturally the existence of such
homomorphisms a. and /? depend on the particular class of groups that is available.
We will choose to work within the context of varieties even though many of the
results will hold true for more modest classes of groups.

DEFINITION. Let H be a subgroup of the group G. Then H is called dense in
G if for any pair of homomorphisms 6, q> : G -* K with K a group in the variety
generated by G, 6(h) = <p(h) for all h e H imples that 6 = (p. Otherwise H is said
to be not dense in G. (This is a variation of the notion of X-dense in [1 ] p. 327.)

In this paper we will study the existence of dense subgroups in finite groups.
As we will shortly see, the notion of density is in a sense opposite from that of
normality and so many of our results will involve subgroups of simple groups.
In particular we will prove that the alternating group An is dense in An+t for

2. Notation and preliminaries

A variety generated by a group G (class of groups Aa) is the smallest class of
groups containing G (the class Ax) and closed with respect to the operations of
forming cartesian products, subgroups and factor groups. It is denoted by var G
(var {Ax}). A variety can be characterized as that class of groups which satisfy a
given set of identical relations, or laws. If w is a set of words on some set of
variables, then we denote by w(G) the subgroup of the group G generated by the
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elements obtained by substituting all possible group elements for the variables in
the words of w. w{G) is called the verbal subgroup ofG generated by w. A group is
said to be critcal if the variety generated by the class of all proper subgroups and
proper factor groups of G does not contain G. All groups considered will be finite
and we will use simple group to mean finite non-abelian simple group. We will use
without proof the fact that finite simple groups are critical. (See, e.g. [2] p. 147).

First, a number of elementary results which follow directly from the definition.

LEMMA 2.1. Let N <a G. Then N is not dense in G.

PROOF. Let 9 be the natural map from G to G/N and q> the trivial map from
G to G/N. Clearly 9 and <p agree on N but not on G and G/N e var G. (This proves
that epimorphisms are onto in the category of all abelian groups.)

LEMMA 2.2. Let G = AB, A o G and A n B = 1. Then both A and B are not
dense in G.

PROOF. A is not dense in G from Lemma 2.1. Let 9, <p : G -* G be defined in
0(&) = 9 a n d <p(ff) — vipb') — b\ aeA, beB. Then 9 and <p agree on B but
clearly 9 =t q>.

LEMMA 2.3. If A is dense in G and A ^ B, then B is dense in G.

LEMMA 2.4. If A is dense in G and N <= A,N*Q G, then A/N is dense in G/N.

PROOF. Let B, qj : G/N -> K with Ke var G/N and 8(aN) = <p{aN) for all
aeA. Now define 9, <p : G -» K by 9{g) = B(gN), and q>{g) = q>(gN). Since
.Ke var G/N, Ke var G. Now if a e A, 9{a) = B(aN) = y(aN) = <p(a). Thus 9
and (p agree on A. But A is dense in G and thus 9 = q>. Hence B = <p and so A/N
is dense in G/N.

LEMMA 2.5. Let 9 be a nontrivial automorphism of a group G which centralizes
the subgroup H of G. Then H is not dense in G.

PROOF. Let <p be the identity map on G. Then 9 ^ <p and so H is not dense in G.

COROLLARY 2.6. Let H be a subgroup ofG with {centre ofH) $ {centre ofG).
Then H is not dense in G.

PROOF. Let 9 be the inner automorphism induced in G by a central element
of H which is not central in G and apply Lemma 2.5.

3. Dense subgroups of simple groups

We have given a sufficient condition for a subgroup to be not dense in a group
in Lemma 2.5. In this section we will show that if G is a finite simple group, then
this condition is also necessary. That is, we will prove:
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THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a subgroup of the simple group G. Then H is not dense
in G if and only if there exists a nontrivial automorphism of G which centralizes H.

We first give a number of lemmas.

LEMMA 3.2. (Kovacs and Newman [3] Theorem 2). Let N be a minimal
normal subgroup of the group K and suppose that var K = var (K/N). Then K
contains a nontrivial normal subgroup M such that N n M = 1.

LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a simple group and let Ke var G. Let N be a minimal
normal subgroup of K such that K = GN, G n N = 1. Then K = MxN with
M si G.

PROOF. Since N is minimal normal in K and K/N =s G, it follows from
Lemma 3.2 that K contains a normal subgroup M such that M n N = 1. Now
MN/N^ K/N ot G which is simple and so MN/N = K/N. Thus K = MN =
Mx N. But G x K/N ^ M and the lemma follows. \

LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a simple group and let K be a group of minimal order
satisfying the following properties

i) Ke\axG.
ii) K is generated by the proper subgroups Gt andG2 withGt ~ G2 ^ G.

iii) Gj n G2 2 Ht ± 1.

Then there exists a non-trivial automorphism of G which centralizes H, H being
the image of H1 under an isomorphism Gt m G.

PROOF. Sines K contains a subgroup isomorphic to G and Ke var G, K is not
critical and therefore K is not simple. Let TV be a minimal normal subgroup of K.
Since G is simple Gt n N = G2 n N = I. For otherwise N 2 Gt say, and since
^ n G j ^ l , J V 2 C 2 . But TV is a proper subgroup of K contradicting the
minimality of K. Now consider K/N. GtN/N and G2N/N generate K/N and
G^N/N ̂  G2N/N si G. Further [G^/N] n [G2N/N] 2 HtN/N ^ H. Thus by
the minimality of AT we get K = G^TVand by Lemma 3.3, K = MxN with M a G.

Now suppose that M = Gt. Then since G\ «S K, 1 ^ Gt n G2^ G2 and
hence Gt = G2, a contradiction. Thus Gt # M and similarly G2 # M. (We have
already shown above that Gt n N = G2 n N = 1.)

Now every element g e Gx is of the form g = mxn^, mte M,nte N with
m1 = 1 if and only if nx = 1. For otherwise the set of elements of Gj of the form
1 • n or m • 1 would form a proper normal subgroup of Gi. The projection map
n : Gx -• M is onto since G is simple. Thus the mapping a : M -* N defined by
a(m) = n if mne Gx is an isomorphism into N and hence the set of elements {«}
such that mn e Gt form a subgroup of TV isomorphic to G. Arguing the same way
with G2 it follows that /V contains a subgroup {«'} such that m'n' e G2 and that
{«'} si G. Now suppose that {«} # {«'}. Thus since Gx n G2 # 1, {«} n {«'} ¥= 1
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and N satisfies hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii). But K is of minimal order, and hence
AT~ G.

We now define the mapping a : Gt -• G2 as follows oc(mn) = mri for all
mne Gt. This mapping is well-defined and onto G2. It is clearly a homomorphism
and in fact an isomorphism. Now since Gx ^ G2, the mapping <x' : N -* N
defined by a'(n) = ri when mn e Gt and a{mri) = mri is a nontrivial automor-
phism of N. Further a' centralizes H[ a H t in N since H^eG^ n G2. Thus there
is a nontrivial automorphism of G which centralizes H.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. If there exists a nontrivial automorphism of G which
centralizes H, then by Lemma 2.5, H is not dense in G.

Suppose that H is not dense in G. Then there exists a group K e var G and
a pair of homomorphisms 8,(j> :G -* K such that 0(/i) = </>(/*) for all h e i / and
there exists # e G such that 0(#) # (j>{g)- We may choose ^ to be of minimal
order subject to these conditions and it then follows that K is generated by 8(G)
and <£(G). Clearly 9(G) £ <t>(G) s G since G is simple and 6, <j> are both non-trivial.
Now suppose that 0(G) = <j>(G) = A". Then the mapping a : K -> K defined by
ix6(g) = 4>(g) is clearly a nontrivial automorphism of G which fixes H. Thus we
assume that 9(G) and $(G) are proper subgroups of K. Further since G is simple
and neither 0 nor 4> is the trivial map G ^ 0(G) =; <HG). Hence all of the conditions
of Lemma 3.4 are satisfied and the theorem is proven.

COROLLARY 3.5. An is dense in An+lfor n ^ 4 .

PROOF. We first remark that An is thought of as a subgroup of An+i in the
obvious way. By virtue of Theorem 3.1. we need only verify that no automorphism
of An+1 centralizes An except the identity automorphism. Now the automorphism
group of An+l if S n + 1 unless n = 5, and clearly conjugation by an element of
Sn+l will centralize An only if it is the identity permutation. If n = 5, the auto-
morphism group T of A6 contains S6 with index 2. Any element of T not in S6

interchanges the two classes of groups isomorphic to A5 and so certainly does not
centralize any one of them.

4. Density in finite groups

P. M. Neumann has proven that no proper subgroup of a finite soluble group
is dense ([1] P. 328. It is easy to generalize the result as follows.

THEOREM 4.1. Let N<3 G such that GIN is soluble. Then if H is a subgroup of
G containing N, H is not dense in G.

PROOF. By the result cited above, H/N is not dense in G/N. Thus by Lemma
2.4 H is not dense in G.

We are thus led to ask whether analagous results may be obtained for groups,
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each of whose maximal normal subgroups have simple factors. We will prove a
very special theorem along these lines and then show by example that the more
general statement is in fact false.

THEOREM 4.2. Let N*3 G such that G/N is simple and N is central in G.
Let H be a proper subgroup of G containing N. Then H is dense in G if and only if
H/N is dense in G/N.

PROOF. If H is dense in G, then H/N is dense in G/N by Lemma 2.4.
Conversely assume that H is not dense in G, but H/N is dense in G/N. Then

there is a group K in var G and maps 9, <f>: G -* K such that 9(h) = <t>(h) for all
he H but 9{g) # 4>(g) for at least one g e G. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we
choose K so that K is generated by 9(G) and 4>(G).

We have ker 9 = ker <j) £ N. For if ker 0, ker <$> £ H, obviously kei 0 =
ker 0 s N since G/N is simple. If say ker 9 $ H, N c N ker 9 «3 G and so G = N
ker 9. Then for all h e H

4>(h) = d(h) = 9(nk) where neN,ke ker 9

= 9(n) = <f>(ri).
Thus /in"1 e ker </> and so

# £ N ker 0 =E3 G.

Therefore G = N ker 9 = N ker 0. Since TV is abelian, 9(G) and $(G) are
both abslian. Then for all g e G, h e H

9(g-1hg) =

since #((?) is abelian

Hence 0 agrees with <f> on all conjugates #» of H. But G = <//«, N: g e G}
and so 0 = <£ on G. This is a contradiction.

Now suppose that 9(G) = (j>(G) = K. Then consider the map a : K -» A:
defined by a0(#) = $(#). Since ker 0 = ker (f>, a is an automorphism of K which
centralizes 0(#) . Now let a' : */0(JV) -* K/9{N) be defined by oc'{k9(N)} =
oc(k)9(N). Then a' centralizes 9(H)/9(N) and hence a' is the identity since
K/9(N) 2! G/N and H/N is dense in G/N. Thus a is a nonidentity automorphism
of K which is the identity on 9{H) and whose induced map a' is the identity on
K/9(N). Consider an arbitrary conjugate of an element of9(H), say 9{g)' 19(h)9(g)
= 9{g~lhg). Since a' is the identity on K/9(N), a9(g) = 9(g)9(n), neN.

Thus a.9(g-lhg) = z9{gY1 «.9{h)a.9{g) = {9(gn)Y'9{h){9{gnj) = 9(ny
1

9(g)~l9(h)9(g)9(n). But n is central in G and hence 9(n) is central in K. Thus
<x9{g~lhg) = 9(g~1hg). But the set {g~lhg\geG and heH} generates G and
hence the set of fixed elements of a generates K, a contradiction. Therefore
9{G)
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Now let w be the set of words which characterizes var (G/N), and let 9*,
q>* : GIN -» K/w(K) be denned by 0*(gN) = 0(g)w(K), <p*{gN) = (p{g)w{K).
Clearly Klw(K) e var (G/N) and 0* agrees with q>* on H/N. The proof will be
complete if we can show that 9*(gN) # q>*(gN) for some gNe G/N.

Thus assume that 9*(gN) = (p*(gN) for all gNe GIN. Now K/w(K) is clearly
generated by 9*(G/N) and <p*(G/N). Thus is: w(/sT) = 6*{GIN) = cp*{G/N) and
hence K is generated by its subgroups 9{G) and w(^T). We may without loss of
generality assume that ker 9 = ker<p = N. For otherwise we may replace 9
and cp by 9' = a0 and (/>' = a<p where a : A" -» Kj9{N) is the natural map. Clearly
0'(A) = <p'(^) for all he H and there is at least one geG such that 9'(g) =
0{g)9{N) # cp{g)(p{N) = <?'(#)• Thus assume ker 0 = ker <p = N. K = 9(G)w(K)
= <p(G)w(K). But since w{G) is central in G, w{A) is central in A for every group
A e var G, and hence w{K) is central in K. Hence since 9{G) is simple K = 0(G) x
w{K). But <p(G) is a subgroup of A" and is isomorphic to 9{G). However w(K)
is abslian and hence <p{G) = (p{G), a contradiction. Hence H/N is not dense in
G/N and the theorem follows.

5. An example

The following group G is an example of a group with the property that G/N
contains a dense proper subgroup H/N for some normal subgroup N but H is aot
dense in G. This shows that the condition that JV is central in G cannot be removed
in Theorem 4.3.

Consider the group Nt = <al5 a2, a3, a4, a5> where af = 1, [a^aj] = 1
for all i,j = 1, 2, • • •, 5. Now let A ^ A5 and let Gx = ANV where Nt «g Gt

and A acts on A^ in the obvious way. Clearly Ni = N®<^a1-\-a1 + a3+aA + a5}
where iV = <at + a2,aY + a3,ai-\-ai,al + a5y and JV is an y4-module. Let G = iVy4.

Now if NH/N ^ G/7V is isomorphic to AA then by Corollary 3.5, NH/N is
dense in G/N. Suppose that H ^ A acts on the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4. Then consider
x = a1+a2 + a3 + aAe N. Clearly the inner automorphism a of G induced by x
centralizes TV and H. However a is not the identity on G and so NH is not dense
inG.
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